Background
==========

*Plasmodium vivax* is the most widely distributed human malaria parasite, with an at-risk population of 2.5 billion people \[[@B1]\]. The widely held misperception of *P. vivax* as being relatively infrequent, benign, and easily treated explains its nearly complete neglect across the range of biological and clinical research. However, recent reports provide abundant evidence challenging this paradigm (reviewed in \[[@B2],[@B3]\]).

Antigenic variation is a regular feature of all *Plasmodium species,* enabling parasites to evade the immune system \[[@B4]\]. Genes putatively responsible for antigenic variation in *P. vivax*, termed *vir* (*P. vivax* variant genes), were initially identified by analyzing a chromosome end from a *P. vivax* wild isolate \[[@B5]\]. Later, the publication of the *P. vivax* Salvador I strain genome sequence allowed the redefinition of the *vir* gene repertoire revealing a total of 346 *vir* genes, including 80 fragments and/or pseudogenes, 12 different subfamilies (A-L) and 84 "unclustered genes" which were not associated to any subfamily \[[@B6]\]. In addition, their gene structure revealed a complex organization including genes with different numbers of exons (1--5) and different sizes (156 to 2316 bp). Of interest, this multigene family shares sequence homology with other *Plasmodium* species and is included within the variant gene superfamily (*Plasmodium* interspersed repeats, *pir*) together with *kir* in *P. knowlesi*, and the *cir*/*yir*/*bir* family in *P. chabaudi*, *P. yoelii* and *P. berghei*\[[@B7],[@B8]\].

The function of the *vir* multigene family remains largely unknown. Analysis of the expressed *vir* repertoire in natural infections from individual parasites demonstrated that there is no allelic exclusion of *vir* genes and no clonal expression of VIR proteins at the surface of individually infected reticulocytes \[[@B9]\]. In addition, first-time infected *P. vivax* patients had naturally acquired antibodies capable of cross-reacting against different VIR proteins \[[@B9],[@B10]\]. Moreover, only 160 deduced VIR proteins possess the PEXEL-like motif needed for exporting malarial proteins to the host cell surface \[[@B11]\]. Furthermore, subfamilies A and D share structural similarities, respectively, with the *P. falciparum surfin* and *Pfmc-2TM* multi-gene families \[[@B12]\]. This fact, together with the lack of PEXEL motifs in many of the VIR proteins, indicate that these proteins might have subcellular localizations other than the surface membrane of infected reticulocytes and different functions. This possibility, has been recently reported \[[@B13]\]. We thus reasoned that the original clustering of these 346 into a single superfamily might not be accurate and that some of these genes might belong to different multigene families.

In this work, a novel clustering procedure was applied to *vir* genes to re-analyze this subtelomeric multigene superfamily. Results presented here show that genes belonging to subfamilies A, D and H cannot longer be considered *vir* genes and that this computational approach facilitates grouping of unclustered genes, annotations of hypothetical proteins and studies of other multigene families. Procedures were implemented and integrated in web applications (<http://bioinfold.fcrb.es/hb> and <http://bioinfold.fcrb.es/sequence_cluster>).

Results
=======

Contextual definitions
----------------------

To facilitate the understanding of the developed method, we first introduce the definitions of several concepts: *E-*value threshold: the *E-value* parameter stands for the *Expect-value* threshold of the BLAST algorithm, which is used to calculate a similarity value for each two proteins \[[@B14]\].

The *Inflation* value is an input parameter of the Markov Clustering Algorithm \[[@B15]\]. It takes values in \[1.1, 10.0\] and determines the cluster granularity (the higher the *Inflation* value, the higher the granularity).

*Homology Block* concept is a key term regarding the search of conserved motifs. An homology block can be defined as a sequence profile determined from a multiple sequence alignment and modelled by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM).

Finally, note that we will name *unclustered* VIR proteins to those VIR proteins which were not previously associated to any subfamily, following the nomenclature by Carlton et al. \[[@B6]\], and *unclassified* VIR proteins to those predicted in this work that could not be associated to any multigene family.

Novel computational methods show VIR subfamilies cluster as independent graph components
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The original annotation of *vir* genes was based on JIGSAW predictions, protein domains and sequence alignments \[[@B6]\]. Here, a new algorithm consisting of a pipeline having two recently reported pre-processing techniques \[[@B14],[@B16]\] and the application of the Markov Clustering Algorithm \[[@B15]\] was implemented (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In order to validate this clustering approach, we tested this algorithm using protein sequences from the RIFIN/STEVOR, Pfmc-2TM, fEMP1 and SURFIN subtelomeric multigene families of *P. falciparum*\[[@B19]\]. These multigene families have been demonstrated to have different sub-cellular localizations and functions \[[@B20]-[@B22]\]. We tested the clustering methodology by using distinct experimental set ups. As a starting point, we first determined the combination of *E*-value and *Inflation* (see "Methods") that allowed this methodology to correctly classify these different subtelomeric multigene families of *P. falciparum*. Results showed that with the *E-*value threshold set at 10^-1^ and *Inflation* value equal to 3, excepting for a single *rifin* gene (PFC0045w) which clustered with *stevor* genes, the procedure correctly clustered the different families (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Using these same values, all previously annotated VIR subfamilies excepting subfamilies D and H constitute a group of strongly related proteins (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B).

![**Pipeline procedure to reclassify*vir*genes.** The procedure starts with the 345 VIR proteins annotated at PlasmoDB 7.2. Two graph pre-processing strategies \[[@B14],[@B16]\] and the Markov Clustering Algorithm \[[@B15]\] are run to obtain sequence clusters. Then, the Homology Block concept \[[@B17]\] is used to further validate the clustering approach based on comparisons of conserved motifs. Graph figures were obtained using BioLayout \[[@B18]\].](1471-2164-14-8-1){#F1}

![**Comparative clusterization of subtelomeric multigene families from*P. falciparum*and*P. vivax.*** Colors indicate cluster members. Different shapes indicate different (sub)families. **A**. Clustering result for the *P. falciparum* PfEMP1, PfMC-2TM, RIFIN, STEVOR and SURFIN subtelomeric families \[[@B19]\] at *E*-value = 10^-1^ and *Inflation* = 3 (left) and *E*-value = 10^-9^ and *Inflation* = 1.5 (right). **B**. Clustering result for the *P. vivax* VIR super-family \[[@B6]\] at *E*-value = 10^-1^ and *Inflation* = 3 (left) and *E*-value = 10^-9^ and *Inflation* = 1.5 (right). Graph figures were obtained using BioLayout \[[@B18]\].](1471-2164-14-8-2){#F2}

The *E-*value was next progressively restricted until each *P. falciparum* subtelomeric multigene family formed an independent graph component, *E-*value threshold set at 10^-9^ and *Inflation* value equal to 1.5 (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Of note, PFC0045w is still included within the *stevor* group and a single link remains between PFI0070w (*rifin*) and MAL13P1.7 (*stevor*). Using these conditions, five independent graph components were observed for VIR proteins (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). One of them represents the VIR core, containing most of the VIR proteins, another one is exclusively formed by proteins which are not associated to any subfamily ("unclassified proteins"), and the three remaining components represent subfamilies A, D, and H (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). These results suggest that genes from subfamilies A, D, H and the group of "unclassified proteins" do not belong to *vir* genes but rather represent novel *P. vivax* multigene families.

The VIR super-family and the new multigene families
---------------------------------------------------

To obtain a classification, as accurate as possible, of VIR proteins using this methodology, the combination of *E-*value and inflation was optimized for the VIR set (*E*-value 10^-11^ and *Inflation* = 1.3, see "Methods"). Using these values, a large cluster corresponding to the previously defined subfamilies B, C, E, G, I, J, K, remained inter-connected (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, proteins of subfamily L appeared strongly related with proteins of subfamily E and were thus clustered all together as subfamily E. Also, all but 16 of the previous 84 unclustered *vir* genes appear now integrated within these subfamilies. It is unlikely that the remaining 16 singletons form a new subfamily since they are too divergent to group together and 12 are annotated as pseudogenes or truncated proteins. Yet, 19 new unclustered VIR proteins were observed (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In total, 295 VIR proteins belonging to ten subfamilies and 19 unclustered *vir* genes are included into this new classification (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As expected, independent graph components corresponding to subfamilies A, D and H were also observed under these *E*-value and inflation parameters (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To further support predictions from the graph components, we used heterologous transfections of *P. falciparum* to express three individual genes encoding VIR-C (PVX_108770), family D (PVX_102635) and family A (PVX_112645) proteins. As shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and as recently published \[[@B13]\], members of these multigene families have different sub-cellular localizations suggesting different functions.

![**New clustering of the VIR superfamily and subcellular localization of VIR-C, PvPIRA, and PvPIRD.** Clustering result for the *P. vivax* VIR super-family \[[@B6]\] at *E*-value = 10^-11^ and *Inflation* = 1.3. Colors indicate cluster members. Different shapes indicate different (sub)families. Graph figures were obtained using BioLayout \[[@B18]\]. Phase contrast and confocal immunofluorescence images of transgenic lines of *P. falciparum* 3D7 expressing VIR-C (PVX_108770), family PvPIRD (PVX_102635) and family PvPIRA (PVX_112645) proteins. Parasites were labelled with anti-HA (green) and DAPI for nuclear staining (blue).](1471-2164-14-8-3){#F3}

Proteome-wide analysis predicts 39 hypothetical proteins as belonging to variant proteins
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine if this method could predict new VIR proteins, the algorithm was applied to the entire *P. vivax* proteome. 39 additional proteins appeared within the graph components of VIR core proteins, three with subfamily H and six with the independent graph component of "unclassified" proteins. Strikingly, all but one (PVX_123205, "CAF1 ribonuclease domain containing protein" contained in the non-clustered graph component), are annotated as "hypothetical proteins" (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In order to get additional information of the 47 hypothetical proteins (48 - PVX_123205), the genomic location of the genes was investigated (Additional file [3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): (i) 21 are located in subtelomeric regions. Out of the 21, 14 co-localize with members of their subfamilies in assembled chromosomes. Seven are subtelomeric but did not cluster with members of their own subfamilies due to the fact that most members of those subfamilies were not assembled. (ii) 3 genes are internally located, the three of them contained in the independent graph component of "unclassified" proteins (PVX_119620, PVX_092630 and PVX_123205). Of note, no hits were found between genes and PFL0030c (VAR2CSA) using PlasmoDB 7.2 sequences, NCBI BLAST 2.2.27 and E-value threshold = 0.01. (iii). The remaining 23 genes could not be assigned to any particular chromosomes since most chromosome ends from the genome of the *P. vivax* SalI strain remain unassembled \[[@B6]\].

Comparisons of conserved motifs among the newly defined VIR and non-VIR proteins reinforce this new classification
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Homology Block (HB) concept \[[@B17]\] was used to further validate this clustering algorithm based on comparisons of conserved motifs (see "Methods"). The prediction being that HBs from subfamilies A, D and H should have little or no intersections with the remaining subfamilies clustering as VIR proteins. First, we demonstrated that HBs capture previously defined VIR conserved motifs \[[@B6]\] (Additional file [4](#S4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Next, we aimed to determine whether there were cluster-specific HBs. Hence, for each cluster, we counted the number of HBs which were unique to that particular cluster and the number of those shared with one each other (Additional file [5](#S5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Noticeably, the proportion of specific/shared is either well-balanced or a considerably greater number of shared HBs appear in the VIR subfamilies. In contrast, an outstanding proportion of specific HBs were observed for families D and H (100% and 91% respectively). Note that subfamily A also formed an independent graph component when setting the BLAST *E-*value threshold at 10^-9^ (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, unlike subfamilies D and H, subfamily A shares 41% of HBs with the rest of VIR proteins. As expected, the analysis of the HB composition of proteins belonging to the same cluster revealed that the HB architecture is quite well conserved between members of the same subfamily. Moreover, this HB structure is also conserved in many of the hypothetical proteins predicted to be VIR members. Finally, InterproScan predictions were also obtained in order to provide a more general view of putative domains. It is worth noting that no matches were obtained by InterproScan for members of the newly defined subfamily H. (Additional file [6](#S6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

All together, these results validate the new classification of *vir* genes and exclude members from subfamilies A, D and H as VIR proteins. To avoid confoundings with their previous nomenclature as well as with the gene families (*Pv-fam-a-e* and *Pv-fam-g-i*) identified in the genome issue \[[@B6]\], we propose to term them PvPIRA, PvPIRD, and PvPIRH as they clearly fall into the PIR proteins super-family \[[@B8]\].

High expression levels of a subset of *vir* genes and most *pvpirH* genes in patients with symptomatic *P. vivax* infections
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To illustrate the value of this new classification, we determined the expression pattern of *vir* genes and the newly defined *pvpirA, pvpirD* and *pvpirH* genes in parasites obtained from *P. vivax* patients \[[@B23]\]. This dataset contains the expression level of 5435 *P. vivax* genes in 10 blood samples of patients with typical symptoms of malaria. Interestingly, unlike members of the newly defined *pvpirA* and *pvpirD* genes, a subset of *vir* genes (38%) and most genes (91%) of the *pvpirH* family present high expression values in samples from all patients (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Analysis of the set of *vir* genes expressed in all the samples (rows in red and dark red in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), showed no correlation with any one particular subfamily. These results thus illustrate the value of this new classification as they identified a subset of *vir* genes and *pvpirH* genes likely associated with clinical symptoms.

![**Gene expression profiles of*vir*and*pvpirA, pvpirD,*and*pvpirH*genes in symptomatic*P. vivax*patients.** Left panel. Heatmaps drawn for the expression data of ten *P. vivax* patients \[[@B23]\]. Only *vir* and the newly defined *pvvirA, pvpirD and pvpirH* are shown. Color scale spans from 5.226 to 10.782 (upper bar), which represent the minimum and maximum expression values observed for this set of genes and samples (median value = 5.831). Dendrograms on the left of heatmaps show the result of average-linkage hierarchical algorithm. Right panel. Pie charts showing the distribution of expressed genes with expression values ≥ 5.831 for all samples. Percentages next to each (sub)family label indicate the proportion of genes within the corresponding (sub)family.](1471-2164-14-8-4){#F4}

Discussion
==========

The current definition and classification of *vir* genes was based on JIGSAW predictions, protein domains and sequence alignments \[[@B6]\]. Our approach also used homology-based BLAST analysis to build a protein graph; yet, the graph pre-processing strategies ensure that the weight of an edge is not exclusively based on the sequence similarity between the two proteins, but strongly dependant on the relations of their neighbours. In other words, the appearance of a protein within a group of nodes is a reliable indicator that there exists more than a simple sequence similarity relation between them. We found the application of the two pre-processing strategies to be essential for a good performance of the MCL algorithm over the VIR set. Using this methodology, our results corroborated the original classification of *vir* genes into different subfamilies. Moreover, results correlate well with OrthoMCL groups which also supports the good functioning of the procedure, but presents some significant differences mainly for subfamilies C, K, G and some of the groups of previously unclustered genes (Additional file [7](#S7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, the whole clustering pipeline and results visualization allowed us to assess the strength and evolution of sequence similarities. Thus three of the subfamilies (A, D and H) formed independent graph components at an *E*-value and *Inflation* value where different multigene families of *P. falciparum* were observed as independent graph components. Hence, subfamilies A, D and H could be considered members of different families belonging to the PIR super-family and different data from subcellular and chromosomal locations and homology blocks fully supported this consideration. Accordingly, we propose to term these families PvPIRA, PvPIRD and PvPIRH to avoid confoundings with VIR proteins and with members of the *Pv-fam-a-e* and *Pv-fam-g-i* families described in the genome issue \[[@B6]\].

The Homology blocks concept reinforces the new classification of *vir* genes
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To support this clustering approach, we applied the homology block (HB) concept originally coined by Smith and co-workers \[[@B24]\], and used to analyze the *P. falciparum* Erythrocyte Member Protein 1 (PfEMP1) as an iterative procedure for mining HBs from a set of PfEMP1 protein sequences \[[@B17]\]. The use of HBs facilitated a better classification and structural framing of *var* genes allowing recently the discovery of unique domain cassette-encoding *var* genes associated with severe disease in children \[[@B25]\]. Our results revealed that all of the HBs found in proteins of the PvPIRD proteins were family-specific. Likewise, all but two of the conserved motifs found in PvPIRH proteins were also family-specific. In contrast, motif-specific enrichment was not observed in proteins from the PvPIRA family which presented a balanced proportion of specific/shared HBs with VIR proteins. PvPIRA family still remains connected with VIR proteins at less stringent *E*-value and Inflation parameters partly explaining this result. Yet, it forms a completely independent graph component at E-value and inflation parameters where all known *P. falciparum* multigene families are independent. In addition, a member of this family has a different sub-cellular location as that of another member from the VIR family. We thereby consider PvPIRA an independent new subtelomeric family of *P. vivax*.

The clustering procedure facilitates the annotation of hypothetical proteins and evolutionary relatedness of malaria multigene families
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Current annotation of the *P. vivax* proteome represents a great challenge as close to 60% of it remains annotated as hypothetical proteins. Remarkably, our approach predicted 39 hypothetical proteins as VIR proteins (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, data on location for those that could be assigned to assembled chromosomes revealed that they are located within subtelomeric regions. In addition, there were many occurrences of HBs related to VIR proteins reinforcing the predictions that these hypothetical proteins indeed represent VIR proteins (Additional file [6](#S6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Three of these proteins were associated with the "unclassified" group and are located in internal regions. VAR2CSA is an internal *var* gene directly involved in pregnancy-associated pathology in *P. falciparum*\[[@B26]\]. Whether any of these putative internal variant genes are related to pregnancy-associated pathology in *P. vivax* is presently unknown.

To determine if this clustering algorithm can facilitate annotation of proteins other than VIR and further our understanding of other malaria subtelomeric families, we ran the pipeline over the entire proteomes of *P. falciparum*, *P. knowlesi*, and the rodent malarias *P. yoelii, P. chabaudi* and *P. berghei* (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Several inter-connected graph components belonging to different families of different species could be readily observed (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, the SURFIN family of *P. falciparum* shares relations with different families from all species suggesting a common origin. These results, however, need to be taken with caution as excepting for *P. falciparum*, remaining genomes are highly unassembled at chromosome ends where most of these families reside. Yet, as better coverage and assembling of these regions is achieved, this tool should facilitate the design of experiments to better understand the evolution and function of malaria subtelomeric families.

![**Protein similarity relations among several*Plasmodium*subtelomeric families.** Results obtained when running the clustering procedure over the subtelomeric families of *P. vivax* (Pv or v): VIR, PvPIRA-D-H, Pv-fam, v-Pf-fam, vRHOPTRY, v-PST-A; *P. falciparum* (Pf or f): VAR, RIFIN, STEVOR, Pfmc-2TM, SURFIN, fRHOPTRY, fHAD; *P. knowlesi* (k): KIR, kRHOPTRY; *P. chabaudi* (Pc or c): CIR, Pc-fam, cRHOPTRY, cHAD, cPYIST, cETRAMP; *P. berghei* (Pb or b): BIR, Pb-fam, bRHOPTRY, bHAD, bPYIST, and *P. yoelii* (Py or y): YIR, yRHOPTRY, yHAD using an E-value 10^-11^ and Inflation of 1.3. The position of the clusters with respect to the axes is just a qualitative representation. Axes do not represent any metric. Graph figures were obtained using BioLayout \[[@B27]\].](1471-2164-14-8-5){#F5}

VIR proteins and pathology
--------------------------

The function of VIR proteins and other multigene families of this species remain largely unknown. Yet, recent evidences have demonstrated that a VIR protein belonging to subfamily C was exported and exposed at the surface of infected erythrocytes and that it mediated specific binding to the ICAM-1 endothelial receptor under flow physiological conditions \[[@B13]\]. This result, together with other evidence of in vitro cytoadherence of *P. vivax*-infected reticulocytes \[[@B28],[@B29]\], indicates that this species, similar to *P. falciparum*, can cytoadhere. We thus computationally searched for other putative adhesins within members of VIR, PIRA, PIRD, and PIRH proteins using the MAAP predictor \[[@B30]\] (see "Methods"). Interestingly, only members representing subfamilies C and E as well as H proteins presented positive predictions. Thus, 39% (12/31) of H proteins present positive predictions, while only 7% (3/42) and 6% (5/88) of C and E VIR proteins, respectively, yielded a positive score. It is worth noting here that MAAP was trained with *P. falciparum* data, which implies that its performance may not be optimal when applied over *P. vivax* proteins. Yet, these data reinforce the view that variant proteins of *P. vivax* are involved in cytoadherence and pathology. In the absence of further experimental evidence this remains to be fully demonstrated.

Conclusions
===========

A new computational approach was applied to revisit the original classification of *vir* genes, the largest subtelomeric multigene superfamily of human malaria parasites. Applying this pipeline, the *vir* gene super-family was redefined by excluding members of subfamilies A, D and H, by including unclusterd genes, and by facilitating the genome-wide annotation of 39 hypothetical proteins as new VIR proteins. In addition, analysis of gene expression data from febrile *P. vivax* patients illustrated the value of this new classification as it showed high expression levels of most genes belonging to the PvPIRH multigene family. Last, the clustering approach was extended to other subtelomeric multigene families of malaria parasites. It will thus improve the design of experiments to determine the role of subtelomeric multigene families in pathology, which in turn may help furthering vaccine development against malaria.

Methods
=======

Data
----

Sequence information of the *P. vivax*, *P. falciparum*, *P. chabaudi*, *P. knowlesi* and *P. yoelii* predicted proteomes was obtained from PlasmoDB release 7.2 (May 2011) \[[@B31]\]. *P. berghei* sequences were obtained from PlasmoDB release 7.1 (Nov 2010). In addition, release A_25.0 of Pfam (March 2011) was downloaded from the HHpred ftp server \[[@B32]\] (<ftp://toolkit.lmb.uni-muenchen.de/HHsearch/databases/>).

Protein sequence clustering
---------------------------

The clustering procedure is based on a graph representation of the set of proteins, where nodes are the actual proteins and the weighted edges indicate the similarity relations between them. In our particular case, the weights of the edges are calculated as a function of the BLAST score obtained for each two proteins. A pipeline consisting of three different steps is followed to get the final set of clusters: 1) Estimating an appropriate BLAST *E-*value threshold, 2) Similarity value calculation and 3) Running the Markov Clustering Algorithm (MCL). The complete procedure was implemented and integrated in a web application (<http://bioinfold.fcrb.es/sequence_cluster>).

### Estimating an appropriate BLAST *E-*value threshold

The *E-value* threshold stands for the *Expect-value* threshold of the BLAST algorithm, and describes the number of hits one can "expect" to see just by chance when searching a database of a particular size. Sequence hits with an *E*-value greater than the threshold are discarded. Thus, an appropriate *E-*value threshold is essential to remove superfluous edges from the graph which introduce noise and disturb the clustering process. The heuristic reported by Apeltsin *et al.*\[[@B14]\] was followed. Briefly, it consists of an iterative procedure which starts running a BLAST all vs. all with a high *E-*value threshold (i.e. 1) \[[@B33]\]. An initial graph is thus built. Then, a parameter called *Nsv* by the authors is calculated as a function of the number of connected nodes and the number of edges in the graph:

$$N_{\mathit{sv}} = \frac{\operatorname{}\ \mathit{Edges}}{\operatorname{}\ \mathit{Connected}\operatorname{\_\_}\mathit{nodes}}$$

Next, the *E-*value threshold is divided by 10 and the algorithm starts again by rebuilding the graph (unconnected nodes are removed). The procedure stops when the *Nsv* no longer decreases and begins to increase. The underlying reasoning is that those edges removed at the initial iterations connect proteins from different families, and therefore do not cause node removals. However, if the *Nsv* trend varies, is due to the removal of edges which link proteins within the same family. This, in turn, causes the isolation of nodes which are therefore deleted. Further details can be found in \[[@B14]\].

### Calculating similarity values

Once the *E*-value threshold is set, the final weigths of the edges are calculated as a function of the similarity between each two of proteins. For each pair of sequences *x* and *y*, initial similarity values are calculated based on the High-scoring Segment Pairs (HSPs) returned by BLAST. The combination of non-overlapping HSPs which yields the highest score is obtained, and the corresponding bit score used as the initial similarity value, *S*~*init*~*(x,y)*. Then, the strategy proposed by Joseph *et al.*\[[@B16]\] is applied to weight these similarity values. Let *w*~*x*~ be the vector of similarity values between *x* and the rest of proteins. For each pair of nodes *x* and *y*, the Neighbourhood Correlation score, *NC*~*xy*~, is calculated as the Pearson Correlation Coefficient between *w*~*x*~ and *w*~*y*~. Thus, the final similarity value between *x* and *y* and therefore the final weight of the edge than links *x* and *y* in the graph, is calculated as:

$$S\left( {x,y} \right) = S_{\mathit{init}}\left( {x,y} \right)\mspace{9mu}.NC_{\mathit{xy}}$$

Hence, it is important to emphasize that the strength of the association between two given proteins is not exclusively dependant on the similarity score, but also strongly conditioned on its neighbours and their associations. This step resulted to be of great importance to reducing noise and avoiding problems such as the domain chaining. Further details can be found in \[[@B16]\].

### Markov clustering algorithm (MCL)

The Markov Clustering Algorithm (MCL) is a well-known procedure which has been extensively used for protein clustering \[[@B15]\]. Moreover, large scale projects such as the construction of the OrthoMCL \[[@B34]\] database made use of this algorithm for their purposes. It is a robust and efficient algorithm for graph clustering which uses an internal matrix representation. The underlying idea of the procedure is to simulate random walks within the graph, assuming that the number of longer paths between two arbitrary nodes in a given cluster is high. On the other hand, random walks on the graph will infrequently go from one cluster to another. Thus, the algorithm iteratively modifies the probabilities of random walks through the graph, by alternating two matrix operators called *expansion* and *inflation* until convergence. An important advantage of this algorithm is that it only requires to provide one parameter, the *Inflation*, which takes values in \[1.1, 10.0\] and determines the cluster granularity (the higher the *Inflation* value, the higher the granularity). Please, refer to the work reference in \[[@B15]\] for further details.

### Selecting clustering parameters

Two are the main parameters that had to be set for family classification: *E-*value threshold and *Inflation* value. First, the heuristic reported by Apeltsin *et al.* was followed as described above. The procedure estimated a minimum *E-*value threshold of 10^-44^. Setting the *Inflation* value to 1.3, good clustering results were obtained which correlated well with the previous classification. Moreover, subfamily C was clearly divided in two different groups and two distinct subtypes of proteins could be unveiled among E members. Nevertheless, two facts evidenced that this *E-*value threshold was extremely restrictive. First, the HB architecture of the some subfamilies such as J or D, clearly indicated that highly similar proteins were being distributed in distinct clusters. Second, due to the highly restrictive threshold, up to 167 proteins lost all of their similarity associations with the rest of VIR members, and therefore were not included in the final clustering step. This meant that a lot of information was being missed and that the procedure was overestimating the *E-*value threshold. Recall here that the strategy is based on a heuristic and therefore may not provide the optimal solution. Thus, we looked for an *E-*value threshold as close as possible to the 10^-44^ which did not cause such a loss of data. It was observed that with the *E-*value threshold set at 10^-11^ just 16 proteins were discarded. Moreover, all of them were labelled as "Not clustered" by previous authors when the original VIR subfamilies were defined.

Once the *E-*value threshold was set, an appropriate *Inflation* value was estimated. A range of values were tested. Clustering results were visualized using BioLayout \[[@B18]\] and compared with the original classification, as well as with the HB architecture of the sequences. After manual inspection of the results, an *Inflation* value of 1.3 was chosen, since clusters were able to appropriately capture the structure of the graph, correlated well with the previous subfamilies and were in agreement with the HB architecture of the sequences.

Homology blocks
---------------

### Mining homology blocks

An homology block represents a sequence pattern. Sequence patterns represented by Homology Blocks are usually observed after the alignment of multiple sequences which share a given motif. This motif (sequence pattern) is then modelled by a particular type of probabilistic models, called Hidden Markov Models (HMM). Thus, an homology block can be defined as a sequence profile determined from a multiple sequence alignment and modelled by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The procedure proposed by Rask *et al.*\[[@B17]\] was followed. The algorithm consists of an iterative process which repeats three main steps: 1) Selecting 100 promising *seeds* from the sequence database, 2) Building an HB for each seed and 3) Selecting the best HB and removing its occurrences. Since the original procedure is comprehensively described in the paper referenced in \[[@B17]\], we here describe just the three significant modifications of the original algorithm that were included in steps 1) and 2): *1) Selecting promising seeds.* A seed can be defined as a promising short sequence extracted from the database. A score value is calculated for each seed which is, roughly, based on the number of homologies that the corresponding seed presents in the database \[[@B17]\]. After sorting the set of seeds according to their punctuation, it was observed that in many cases the score of the seed ranked at position 100, was the same than that of the seeds at position 101, 102 and so on. Therefore, it makes no sense to select only 100 seeds. Thus, some flexibility was allowed in the selection procedure, and all those seeds which score equals that of seed 100 were included in the selected set.

*2) Saving HBs for posterior selection.* Each time an HB is built from a certain seed, the original algorithm saves it for posterior selection in step 3. However, it was observed, that many low conserved motifs representing unsignificant sequence profiles were generated. In other words, many HBs with an empty logo appeared \[[@B27]\]. Hence, for each HB, the conservation level at each position was calculated \[[@B27]\]. Small sample correction was also incorporated. Those HBs which did not contain at least one significantly conserved position (conservation level \> 0) were discarded.

*3) Exhausting the seed list.* If certain iteration returns no homology blocks, the next 200 seeds in the list are processed. The procedure is repeated until the seed list is empty. This ensures that all the seeds are processed and that no HB is lost.

### Comparing HBs

The comparison between homology blocks was done by comparing their corresponding HMMs. Söding proposed a dynamic programming algorithm for aligning two given HMMs and developed the package HHpred \[[@B32]\]. The software HHsearch (included in HHpred 1.5.0) was used for comparing the set of HBs with the Pfam database. For each pair of HMMs, HHsearch returns the probability that both models overlap (range \[0, 100\]). Likewise, HHsearch was used for comparing the HBs with the previously defined MEME motifs. In this case, HMMs for the MEME motifs were built by using HMMER 3.0 \[[@B35]\].

Finally, a clustering algorithm was applied over the set of HBs to identify redundancies. The average-linkage hierarchical algorithm was used, setting distance threshold at 70. The distance measure was calculated as 100-*HHsearch_probability* (Additional file [4](#S4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Transgenic lines generation and indirect immunofluorescence assays
------------------------------------------------------------------

*P. falciparum* culture, parasite transfection and indirect immunofluorescence assays were done as described in \[[@B13]\].

Adhesins prediction
-------------------

Computational prediction of putative adhesins was carried out by applying MAAP \[[@B30]\]. The score threshold was set to 0.7 as suggested by the MAAP authors for the *P. vivax* proteome.
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###### Additional file 1

**New VIR subfamilies.** Excel sheet containing the new classification proposal of the VIR proteins. The list of subfamilies is shown along with their members. Rows in red indicate that the HB architecture of the corresponding protein does not clearly match with the rest of members in the subfamily.

###### 

Click here for file

###### Additional file 2

**New subtelomeric PvPIRA, PvPIRD and PvPIRH families.** Excel sheet containing the new subtelomeric families derived from previous VIR members. Rows in red indicate that the HB architecture of the corresponding protein does not clearly match with the rest of members in the subfa.

###### 

Click here for file

###### Additional file 3

**Genome-wide distribution of newly predicted*vir*genes.** Figure showing the chromosomal location of newly annotated hypothetical proteins as VIR proteins. For each chromosome, two rows of colored boxes are shown: one row illustrates the genomic location of the *vir* members (red) while the other illustrates the location of the putative *vir* (green) in that chromosome. Only genes annotated at specific chromosomes are shown.

###### 

Click here for file

###### Additional file 4

**HB search results.** Excel table with the list of Homology Blocks, their similarities with previously defined conserved motifs and PFAM annotations.

###### 

Click here for file

###### Additional file 5

**Motif distribution across clusters.** Two tables in an Excel data sheet showing the distribution of the conserved HBs across clusters: *i)* for each cluster, the number (and proportion) of HBs shared with other clusters is shown, as well as the number (and proportion) of cluster-specific HBs; *ii)* rows represent HBs, columns represent sequence clusters (subfamilies and families). The first row in the table (after the header) contains the size of each cluster. First column shows HB identifiers. Each cell in the table contains the number of sequences in a given cluster that contain the corresponding HB (and the proportion in brackets).

###### 

Click here for file

###### Additional file 6

**Conserved motifs composition.** Composition of clusters and the conserved motif structure of each of the proteins in the original VIR set, as well as the hypothetical proteins grouped with them. An illustration of the most representative homology blocks in each family is also included as well as InterproScan predictions for newly defined (sub)families.

###### 

Click here for file

###### Additional file 7

**Comparison with OrthoMCL5. Results of the comparison between*vir*,*Pvpir*(sub)families and OrthoMCL5 groups.**

###### 

Click here for file
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